
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IONITY: Europe's first open charging network to offer Plug & 

Charge  

Munich, October 12, 2021 -IONITY, the leading high-power charging network in Europe, announces 

today it is the first open charging network in Europe to offer Plug & Charge, at all its charging 

stations. The announcement will make electric vehicle charging easier than ever before. 

 

Plug & Charge is in accordance with ISO 15118 and enables drivers of electric cars such as the 

Porsche Taycan, Ford Mach-E and Mercedes EQS to charge and pay quickly, conveniently, and 

securely.  

 

With Plug & Charge, as soon as the charging cable is inserted in the vehicle, the vehicle is 

automatically identified at the charging station and authorized for charging. For this purpose, 

charging contracts are read directly from the car and protected by digital certificates. The charging 

process only starts after successful authentication. Billing is also automated with all the necessary 

information being stored in the vehicle's on-board system. With IONITY Plug & Charge, payments at 

the charging station are a thing of the past, which provides maximum convenience for drivers of 

electric vehicles.  

 

But the software integration and validation process behind it are all the more complex and require 

tailored and intensive cooperation between all parties involved. To guarantee the functionality of 

Plug & Charge in accordance with the ISO 15118 standard, automotive and charging station 

manufacturers, as well as the various partners in the field of e-roaming, have all agreed on a uniform 

processes and interface that provides a secure certificate-based authentication process for IONITY 

customers. 

 

"Getting the communication chains up and running was a major challenge. It was necessary to 

develop Plug & Charge as an entire ecosystem," explains Dr Susanne Koblitz, Head of Charging 

Technology at IONITY. "Together with relevant players in the industry, we implemented a 

standardized system that enables all partners to authenticate each other, allowing the electric 

vehicle and the charging station to communicate while ensuring confidentiality, data integrity and 

authenticity."  

 

During the development phase, the complexity of the technologies required thorough testing.  

 

"At the end of 2018, we conducted the first tests on communication between the charging station 

and the electric vehicle. Since the beginning of 2020, we have established Plug & Charge at several 

stations, primarily in the German market, to give our partners the opportunity to conduct their own 

tests," Koblitz said. "After a gradual rollout over the last few months, we are pleased to announce 

that Plug & Charge is now available to our customers across the entire network." 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The Plug & Charge authentication process not only increases convenience, but also offers greater 

data security, for example in terms of billing procedures. More and more car manufacturers are 

equipping their vehicles with the Plug & Charge function. 

  

### 

  

For more information and printable images, please contact the IONITY press team at ionity@jin.sc. 

  

Disclaimer: We would like to point out that the five IONITY locations Aabenraa and Greve (both 

Denmark), Oosterhout (Netherlands) as well as Nempitz and Wolfsburg on Braunschweiger Straße 

(both Germany) are currently equipped with hardware whose conversion to Plug & Charge-enabled 

charging stations will take place in 2022. 

  

 

About IONITY  

IONITY is making electric vehicle travel the new normal.  

 

The company is building and operating a high-power charging (HPC) network along European highways with 

state-of-the-art technology and a charging capacity of up to 350 kW. This will enable drivers of current and 

future generations of electric vehicles to benefit from maximum charging speeds during their stopovers – 

when using the leading European charging standard CCS (Combined Charging System). Each IONITY charging 

station offers an average of four charging points. As a commitment to sustainability, customers charge 100% 

renewable energy at all IONITY chargers for emission-free and CO2-neutral driving.  

 

IONITY was founded in 2017 and is a joint venture of the automobile manufacturers BMW Group, Ford Motor 

Company, Hyundai Motor Group, Mercedes Benz AG and the Volkswagen Group with Audi and Porsche. More 

than 110 employees at IONITY are shaping the future of e-mobility. The company is headquartered in Munich, 

Germany, with an additional office in Oslo, Norway. IONITY is an internationally registered trademark.  

 

For more information, please visit: www.ionity.eu 
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